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  Entry No. ___________________    Placing ____________________________________
  Section _____________________    Name of Exhibitor ___________________________
  Class ______________________    County ____________________________________

 Floriculture Level D - Flower

                                                                                                                     Needs          
                                                                                  Very                                              to be                                            
  Flower Arrangements                                                                   Good           Good                    Improved                  

 1. Outline of design is clearly                          
     defi ned with plant materials        
     placed so they are not            
     crowded, overlapping and            
     facing in the same direction.     
 
 2. Lines lead eye smoothly                                                              
     through the arrangement.                           
                                  
                   
  
 3. Focal point is present and
     properly placed.                     .                          
                                            
 
 4. Sizes and types of plant                      
     materials are appropriate                     
     for each other and for           
     fi nished arrangement.                          
     
  5. Plant materials are placed                       
     so arrangement has visual          
     balance and stability.                           
                        

 6. Colors of plant materials            
     harmonize with each other.            
                
 7. Plant materials are in good
     condition and free of
     damage.            
      
 8. Construction and work-
     manship is neat and
     complete.

 9. Size, shape, color and 
     material of container
     and/or accessories (if
     present) harmonize with
     plant materials. 
       
10. Advanced design principles
     addressed and correctly
     utilized.

11. Meets exhibit requirements. 

Judge’s Comments ________________________________________________________________________________
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